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1 .What is marxism

Marxism is an economic and social system based upon the political and economic theories of Karl 
Marx and Friedrich Engels. Marxism consists of the recognition of  capitalist domination 
relationships over payed workers from the dominated points of view(workers).
Marx thought that all societies were based on an economic system and in western culture the 
economy is mainly capitalist. But this doesn’t benefit all. Max saw this type of society as a split 
society. Max saw the society at that time as a superstructure, this means that the 
institutions that exist are exist to support the bases. His opinion about the media was that they 
were used to brainwash the popular believe



2 .Karl Marx

Karl Marx was born in 1818 in the kingdom of Prussia. He belong from an 
educated family of jews converted to protestantism. After coursing 
secondary school, Marx entered the universities of Bonn and Berlin first,    
studying a law career, and later the university of Jena, taking there the ideas                                                                   
of Hegelian philosophy . After finishing his career in 1841, he married Jenny 
von Westphalen in 1843.

He tried to work as teacher but the german’s government expelled him from 
the country so he moved to France, where he met one of his best friends, 
Friedrich Engels. He was also expelled from France in 1845. At the end, 
some time later, he moved to London where he spent the rest of his life. 
There, with the help of Engels, they wrote their most important work:'Das 
Kapital'. The first volume of this 'bible of the working class' was published in 
his lifetime, while the remaining volumes were edited by Engels after his 
friend's death in 1883.



3 .History of marxism

Marxism originates from the mid-to-late 19th century works of German philosophers Karl Marx 
and Friedrich Engels.They first met in September 1844 and discovered that they had similar 
views of philosophy and socialism so they collaborated and wrote some works.This works 
were so controversial that Marx was deported from France in 1845 , after this they both moved 
to Belgium and established the Communist Correspondence Committee in 1846.In 1848 the 
published a 12000 words pamphlet,that same year Belgium expelled them so they went to 
Cologne , a german city near Belgium.In Bologne they created a politically radical newspaper 
and because of that they had to move again to London where they stayed until they both died.

Although Marxism has been very supported throughout the years,even nowadays , many 
philosophers , anarchists even some socialists have criticized Marxism .



4 .Relationship between marxism and 

communism

-Communism emerged from marxism.

-In both the goods and services were provided by the state.

-Spread over Europe during the 19 and 20 centuries.

-Both wanted to abolish the social classes.

-Both were a solution against capitalist societies.



7 .Marxism in Spain

In Spain , Marxism didn’t expand a lot.Spanish socialists were closer to english 
Labourism than to Marxism.However there was a political party called Bloque 
y obrero campesino (BOC) or Obrero de Unificación Marxista (POUM) that 
embraced Marxism in their politics and in their interpretation of the spanish 
reality.



6 .Personal view

From our point of view the model of society proposed by marxism is 
a solution for nowadays capitalists societies. After Marx some 
countries have tried to apply this system ending up in the creation 
of communism.  This could be a viable system that produce 
equality and not so many social difference but the general thinking 
should be changed for achieving this.



7 .Marxism in a practical way

Marxism has always been linked with revolutionary acts. This can 
be seen in Marx case that he was linked with some military groups. 
This also happens in nexts generations of marxism which politics 
texts are linked for political fight.



Conclusion
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